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Introduction. 

込 -

t'->;) 

It is said that the original problem of integral geolUetry was G. L. L. Comte De 

Bu任on'sneedle problem [1J汽thatis; 

“A floor is ruled zoith equi冶 'stanttarallel lz・'tzes;a rod， shorter than the distance 

between each tair， being t!zrozcJJZ at random 011 the floor， 10 filld the c!Ul1zce 0/ its 

fal的 g012 Olle 0/ t!le lines.円

As the direct generalization of this problem we ca:n point out the following modifi-

cations， that is， we may use two rows of parallel lines which construct a lattice-work 

by congruent rectangles， or take a:n oval instead of a needle. 

Developing such a problem concerIng with the estimation of geometrical probabi1ities， 

Blaschke and his circ1e organized integral geometry. Then L. A. Santalo， using integral 

geometry， treated a problem in the Euclidean plane which contains Buffon's needle 

problem a:s a special case ([3J and [4J). 

The aim of this paper is to genera1ize his results on this subject in the plane to the 

case in the Euc1idian three-space E3' For this purpose we sha11 first define the uniform-

fIgure叫 Tstemsin Ez and then consider the subject under three c1assified cases. 

S 1. Definltion. 

1.1 Covering of Euc1idean space E3・一一 Inthe first place， let us take a closed 

surface σ。inE3 which admits the construction defined by a discontinuous rigid motion 

Tj operating uponσo which satisfies the conditions (α) and (s 1)' Let the surface σo 

be marked at its initial position in E3' If Tj be operated upon σ0， it wi11 move to the 

next positiol1. Then we put the following condition (α) upon these two congruent 

surfaces. 

〔α) The two adjacent surfaces have a part of them in common but neither of them 

has any inner point of the domain enclosed by the other surface in commol1. 

Suppose tha:t the operation Tj is repeated ρt -times in the same direction and the 

inverse operation T1-J ρi -times in the opposite direction starting from the initiaI 

position ofσ0， then we obtain a tubiform surface which joins pl = 14 +ρi) -pieces 

of σo piece by piece. Let us denote this tubiform surface by σ1フ andput another 

condition (ん)upon 61， 

骨 Numbersin brackets r巴f巴rto the references at the巴ndof th巴 paper.
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(sa For any number〆1of the operation 

itself， namely it is J町 dan'scurvIc. 

the surface ♂1 does not intercross 

In the next place， let us consider another rigid motion l' operating upon σ1 whose 

direction is di旺erentfrom that of Again upon 1'2 and 0'; we put the same 

condition as that of (α) for T1 ヨndσ If 'Ne operate 1'2 upon σ町1よμi[ト一一ぺ叫生伯t討白ime悶si加1孜lt出hesame 

direction and the inverse ope創r喝a泣tionTよ'2-1fρfよ一-time出s担nthe oPPos討it恒edirection叱1，we obt臼:a五説呂a討II

a leafι日-1日ikesurface joiningμ2( = /4 + p，;-)-pieces of ぴ1piece piece. Let us denote 

this leaf-1ike surface by σand put the following condition (戸ョ)UpOl1 iL 

(s2) For any numberρof the operatiol1 ， the surface 0'2 does not intercross 

itself. 

In the last place we define a出irdrigid motion operating upon O":~ whose dir町 tion

is independent of those of 7~ and and which satisfies the condition (α) too. Then 

repreating the rigid motion T3 upon σP3-times in the same manner as before， we 

obtainρrpieces of円 arrangedin layers and the boundaxγsurface fo:rmed by all the 

parts of surfaces which are not common to them is a closed surface in E午 Letus 

den此 ethis c10sed surface 0"3 and put仕1e condition (ん)upon it. 

(s:l) For any number /13 of the T3， the surfaceσ3 does not intercross 

itself. 

Thus we get a Jordan's domain endosed 町， or， in other words， the whole domain 

which i8 endosed is divided iuto congruent 川内l-J!?，ー ofthe dmnain enclosed 

by Uo without oveγlapping or without leaving gaps. 

Thereupon if we sha11 increase /11>ρ2 and /13 to infinity at the same time， the whole 

space Es wi1l be covered ∞'l-pieces of domains， each being congruent to the domain 

endosed by do， without overlapping 01' without leaving gaps. 

Now let us call such a construction “a of E3 doぺthedomain :.D enclosed 

by σ。“afundamental cell円 inthe covering and each dornain which is arranged the 

covering "a unit cell" in the covering。

1.2 Unuorm figure system.-We now proceed to give the following constructions 

for three uniform-arrangements of points， curves and surfaces in E3， For the con-

struction， let us prepare three sets of自guresas follows ; 

(0) a set of points of a finite numberア

(1) a set of curves of finite length， 

(2) a set of surfacε8 of finite area. 

Therεupon， let U8 cover E3 by a fundamental cell 0"0 aiJtached with a set of 

figu向島 a1予devery unit cell in the 80 covered space by 0'0 will be aHotted uniformly 

with a set of 伍gures. Then we cross ou七thecovering surfaces， Let us call each 

of the sets of figures "the fundamental figur，ε円 andch008e it so that these figures 

allotted to each unit cell may not intersect with the others in its adjoining cells. 

We dassify such an arrangement of figures corresponding to the kind of the 

fundamental figure (0)， (1) or (2) by calling 
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(0) a uniform-point-system in Rs， 

(1) a uniform-curve吋 Istemin E3， 

(2) a unifo1'm-surface叫 Tstemin E3・

Hereupon we only give an example for such uniform-figure四system，that is， a regular 

system of points in Es [5J. 

S 2. A uniformωpoint-system in E，・

2.1 Set of points of a finite number.'-Let 6 be a set of a finite number of points 

(P1， 九，.・・， Pp) which are fixed in E3 and 公 a c10sed surface of volume V， which 

moves in E". It is well known that the total measure of the positions of Si' which 

contains some points of 6 is given by the formuIa 

fpJ=的 V，

6nSi'芋O

(1) 

where si' denotes the kinematic density fo1' Si' [2J， m the number of the points of G 

contained in si' at a position and the integration is extended all over the inte1'section 

points of G and Si'. 

2.2 A uniforrn-point-system al1d moving surface.---Let us take a uniforIR.point-system 

in E:J which is deflned by the fUl1damental cell carryil1g p-points and a c10sed surf注目

白 ofvolume V which moves in the space Then the number 1ll of points of the 

system， which are contained by Si'， depends upon the position of l1' in the space E30 

Let us find the mean value of the numbers of such points_ 

1) Let us take a domain in E3 which is composed ofん/12/1a-piecesof unit-cel1. In 

this domain， /11， /12 and p3-pieces are lying in th1'ee rows respectively whose directions 

are mutuaIly independent. Let us del10te this domain by羽 andthe set of points of the 

system in W by ¥s 2(ー Nowwe move si' f1'eely in Es v¥iァiththe sole condition that the 

origin P(c>:， y， z) of the moving frame attached to it remains always in W _ The set 

of the unit cells which be able to have comrnon points with such a movIng ..Si: fo1'ms a 

domain incIuding '2( in it. We denote it by IJ(. 1n型r，if the numbers of the Ul1it cells 

arral1ged in the three directions are /11 + 2J!1 ， ん 十2J!2ヲ 113→2J!3respectively， the total 

nurnbe1' of the unit cells is 十2v，)ω2十2V2)(fノ3+2ν3)'Accordil1g1y the number of 

the pOIl1ts of the system which are contained in ~r is p(内十むρ 〔ん寸2νρ (Pa+2).!ρ.

Thel1 let us denote the set of points contained in 百 by¥'s討-

Next， if we take off内，V2 and V3 layers of the cell of IJI from both sides of each 

direction respectively， we get a domain formed by (Pl-2νρ(μ2-2的) (Ps-2内 )-cel1s.

This domain is denoted by 1ii and the hollows domain， which is fo1'mOO by taking 0笠

宮Ifrom '2(， by百--W. Further the set of the points of the system in苛-g( is denoted 

by事玩ー証人 Obviously W -W contalns 
p{(んート2ν1)(P2ト2νρ(Ps斗2J!s)一(/11-2νa(P2-2v2) (P3-2ν心}-points of the uniform-

point-system. 

2) To obtain the mean '1呂lueof the numbe1' of points of the system which are 
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C例ltainedby Si'， we apply the formula (1) in S 2.1 to the present case and we have 

f押1Si'=的Y写([1i+2Vi) ∞ 
i，s玩(俊平O

We divide the integral at the 1eft side into two parts; the one is a total measure of 

si' as the origin P(ニ~， y， attached to si' is contained in W， and the other is the rest 

of the integraL If we denote the former by 1 p己型Land the latter by /p巴m，we have 

1pξ筑+1PE双=8n2pVlI(ん +2JJ，).

Then， denoting by J t!I氏 thetotal meas問。fpositions of St so伽 tP attached to 

PE'V 

釘 maybe contained in a unit cell 1) and se may contain的〔乙l)-pointsof the system， 

we can express 1 pεm as follows， 

1p刊 土 問 問fmb
PESむ

On the other hand， we denote by 11'言をLthe total measure of si' in positi.ons that it has 

some points in common with i，s弘主 oncondition that P aUacheヨtoS[' be out of W. 

Therefore明recan put 

雪l三~8π2ρ -2Vi)} 

Dividing the both members by f.!.1f.!.2f.!.g and letting f.!.l' fノ2，/13→00， we have， 

双
lim←一一一一三 lim 

μt→∞ filρョρ3 持活→∞
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Thenヲ ifwe rewrite (2) as foHows， 

内仰f.!.tf!2ρf!2[13ら2

Pεf⑤ む

and divide both members by 内向f.!.3' we have 

J m~ 何 0_2 ".-，.lf1'rr( 1St' +一一 =8n2pVil( 1+2 ユ
/11[12μ¥μt  

pε宝)

Consequently， the limi.t of the .nm，~".~~邸内→∞(i=1， 2，3) 1S 

fm長=帥Y
P巳宝D

On the other hand， the total measure of st' at such a position as P(よれ y， attached 

(3)発

to st' is contained in a unit cell of the system ls given by 

st'杭フ

PESむ

where C denotes the volume of a unit celL 

Dividing (3) with (4)フ wehave the following theorem. 

Theorem I. JVhen a closed surface st'ザ volumeV 11loveよ inE3 where a 

(4) 

持 Inorder to save trouble of reexplanation of the same procedure. we shall speak of th巴equation

(3) as “a limit equation by covering procedure of th巴 wholespace };"3 with the equation (1i". 
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toint可ystem is deli・ned，the mean value m 01 the numoer 01 tointsグ thesystem 

contained in ~， is give?J か

:ご_ pV 
-一一一 c

(5) 

包，herep denotes the numoerグ tointsbelonging to a unit cell and C the volume 

グ aunit cell. 

3) Geometrical probability (1) . 

Let us suppose a specia1 case in which the number of points contained by sf is 

exclusively limited to ml or m2. Let p.(i= 1， 2) be出eprobabilities that the number 

in question is m. (i=1，2)， (ml>m2乙0).

Then 

_ pV 
mltl十m2t2一 cァ and Tl+1西宮=1.

Hence we have 

JO-PY一Cmz ιcml-pV
1 - C(ml-m2)' .P2 ~ C(ml-m2)・

(6) 

告3. A uniform.curve-system. 

3.1 A uniform旬curve喝 Tstemand moving surface.-Let us take a uniform-curve-system 

in E3 which is defined by a funda:menta1 cell attached with rectifiable curves of tatal 

length U， and ~ is a surface of area F which moves in the space. We denote by m 

the number of common points of ~ at any position with curves of the system. 

Let us find the mean va:lue of m. 

First， we take two domains m: and m: in the space under the :same manner as 

in 32.2， (1)， name1y m: and m: contain IIん andll(pi +2Ji.)-pieces of unit ce11 

respectively; and then denote two set of cu何回 inm: and m: by @: m and @:玩 respectively.

Denoting by U the total length of the curves a110tted to a unit cell and using the 

kinematic density貸 =jcosOJsστSJ[6J， we obtain 

J msi =4rr2UFl[(ん +2Ji.)

@:ー，，~中。

In伽 samemanner as in 32.2， (2)， let国 de附 byJ msi such a附 1measure of 

Pε~ 

~ as the origin P attached to ~ is contained in a unit ce11 ~ and ~ crosses with 

some of the curves in ~， and by J pE ~ the total measure of ~ in positions where .P 

is out of m:. Then the above equation can be repr.田 entedas follows， 

ρlP2P3J m~ + Jp~羽=4MFq(内 +2Ji i)
PE~ 

Divinding the both members by ρlP2P3 and letting ん→∞0・=1，2，3)，we have 

J mse =4rr2UF. の
PE⑤ 

Again dividing the above equation with (4); we have a following theorem with regard 
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to the mean value in question. 

Theorem 2. When a closed 段々farea F moves in Eo， w!tere a 

curve-system is泣・ned，t!/e mean value m 0/ the河umber0/ common points to舵 and

岬 rves0/ theモystemis gぬenby 

U F  
m= 2C ' (8) 

w}tere乙.denote‘t}le volume 0/ a unzγ cell ~仰d U the total lelZgt}z {~f curves 

attached 10 a 1t沼zγ cell.

3.2 Kinematic formula and geometrical probability (2).-Let us ta凶 aconvex 

body @ 1 of volum V， which is enclosed by a closed surface氏。farea .1ヰ Andapply 

to @]， moving in the space E:l， the kinematic principal formula ([2J and [6]) by 

W 国 Blaschke，that is， 

fC(@O，@I)@I=州日1十M山 品川 十 VOC1}. (9) 

In this case， taking account of C( Q: IJ'[ ， 15 a = 4rr， Co = 4π V1= V， 同=πUフ Sl=F，

So= Vo=O， we have 

f品1=2rr2(4V十Uf.す(ん 1- (10) 

Taking now the same procedure as i立ち2.2(2)， we can obtain the limit equatiol1発 by

the covering procedure of the whole space E3 with the kinematic forrnula (10) for the 

present case， as follows， 

fri5，=2州 Y十UF')

Cl:e¥G¥，二仁0

(11) 

Now， we can c1assify @/s position with reference to the uniforrn-curve-system into 

three cases as follows; 

(i) ~ includes completely one or any pieces of curves belonging to the uniform-

curve司system，

(ii) ~ has common points with the uniform-curve同system，

(iii) @1 has no common point with the uniform-curve-system. 

Corresponding with the above classification， we divide the integral standing at the 

left side of (11) into two parts， that is， 

f占1十J@1=2;r2(4V十UFλ
(I'CG¥1 ~(ヘse字。

where ~〆 represents any pieces of curves belonging to a unit cell. On the other hand， 

the耐 gralf占1can be written by (7) a'S follows， 

(Iê\~ヰ0

桂昌eeS 2.2 (2) 

f占1= f m ~ = 4rr2 U F 
(Ie¥Si:=Tl PE sl) 
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By the above two equations， we have 

fら1=2rr2(4V-Ul?). (12) 

Gl:'CGl1 

Let us now denote by t， (i = 1， 2， 3) the respective probability that one of the above 

classified cases (i)， (ii) and (iii) may occur. Using the above equation (12)， we have， 

PI=-4Y-UFUJP4(C-Y〕-UF
一一一一ー ニ一一 一一一一 一一一(13)~， h=2ζ ， h=--- 4C 

3.3 Geometrical probability (3). - In regard to the preceeding pr油 lem，let us 

consider such a special case in which the number m of the intersection points is 

exclusively limited to Jlll and 1112・ Thenthe equation (7) can be written as fol1ows， 

fmie=mIfa+m2fdzwy， 

PE'fJ Pε'fJ1 PE'fJョ

where むも(i=lフ 2)is a sub司domainin a unit cell .~， that is， so long as P is contained 

in ~i ， the number of the intersection points of厄 andSr is always 1!Ii (1・=1， 2)， (1lI1 

>m2乙0)

Let us now denote by ti (i= 1ヲ 2)the respective probabilities th司tthe number of 

(14) 

the intersection points in question is削も(1=1， 2). Then 

where 

Js'e 
PE'fJ包 日 ¥

ム --Ts'e 円 ζJ

Pεq⑨ D 

f品Lヱ針

P巳5⑤む

So we have 
UF-2m.，C 2m，C-UF 

h=2衣瓦三瓦ゴフ t2= 2C(ml-mョ〕・ (15) 

For example， when a convex c10sed surface st moves in a spac巴 E3' where we 

take a uniform四curve叫 Tstemdefined by a set of paral1el lines whose distances are 

greater than the diameter of st， Sr will either intersect one of the curves or not. 

Let k be the number of curves and U the length of a curve in a fundamental domain. 

Now押'/1=2and 1ll2=0， hence the probabi1ity t11at st will Intersect one of the parallel 

curves 1S 
hp

一c
rし一
d
A
T

，R
-戸 (16) 

S 4. A uniform-surface-system. 

4. 1 A uniform引 rrface吋Tstemand moving curves. - Let us take a uniform引 rrface-

sys1:em in E3 which is defined by a fundamental celI attac1red with a set of surfaces of 

total area F， and move a set of curves of total length U， in the space. If we c1enote 

by m the mean value of the number of common points of the set of curves with 

surfaces of the system， by the same procedure as in S 3.1 we have the following theorem. 
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Theorem 3・ Whena set 0/ curves 0/ total length U moveS in E3 70here a unzform司

is defined， the mean value 111 of the nu押dJerイ commontoints to the 

set 0/ curves and suだんcesザ thesystem u give用具y

← UF  
111= 2C ' (17)持

70here C denofes the volume of a u担2・'tcell andF the total areaザ asetザ suヴらces

attαchi却g to a unit cell. 

4.2 Uniform恒surface旬 rstemand moving sunaces. ~ Let us now consider that a set 

si: 1 of sunaces of total area Fl moves in the space E3 where a uniform-surface-system 

is defined. In this case si: I will cross with surfaces of the system along curves. 

Let us represent by s由etotal length of intersecting curves. Let us now find the 

mean value of s. Using the kinematic density by L. A， Santalo [6] 

.， o " 0 '" 

1 =sin2α <100'1τ01'1α? 

we have 王inぬgralformula 

f~俊 1=的いF1 ， (18) 

~o(ヘSî:!宇O

whe問si:0 represents a set of surfaむescontained in a unit eell and T"O the sum of the 

surface area of Si:o' Taking now the same procedure as in !'3 2.2 (2)， we can obtain 

the limit-equation by covering procedur・eof the whole space E3 with the equation (18)， 

as follows， 

JS~1=4向.F1 (19) 

PEstI 

Now the above integration is extended to all over the positions in which si: 1 always 

intersects some of the surfaces of the system and the origin P (x， y， attached to 

si' 1 1S contained in SD. 

Then， dividing (19) by仕le合quation(4)， we have a following theorem in regard to 

the mean value of s. 

Thωrem 4・ When a set ザ total αrea Ti 間 oves in Es 包府re a 

unゲorm-suペface-system is d.ザine必 the 的 ean value the total length s 0/ the 
intersection curves alo吋 τ叫んhthe mov仇 gsur/aces cut some 0/ the sur.んces0/ tM 

system is gi・'venby 

πFoFl 
s=一忌2Cーヲ

70here C denotes the volume 0/α untt cell and Fo the total area f々a set 0/ 
attaching to a unit cell. 
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